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November 6, 2013 
 

            Note:  Minutes for the November 2013 meeting were inadvertently deleted by webmaster and 

not recovered.  This ‘State of the Association Message’ served as the agenda for that meeting. 
 

KENSINGTON COURTS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION, Inc. 
 

State of the Association Message 
 

Dear Neighbors, 
 

 This letter is being sent out in order to bring everyone up to speed with respect to ongoing community 

activities.   
 

Waterfront Area: 
 

Background-  Most members will recall that we have been having serious problems (for several years 

now) with people using our waterfront area as a public landfill (dumping truckloads of everything imaginable), 
vandalizing, starting fires, tearing up our grounds with 4-wheel drive vehicles, hunting on our land, and 

engaging in other illicit activities. 

As a consequence, our community resolved to take control of our own land by erecting guardrails at any 
points (other than our private gravel roadway) where people might be able to gain access, and to install a gate at 

the roadway entrance itself.  Installation of the guardrails was completed a couple of years ago, and construction 

of the gate was then initiated.   

It is important to point out that, at our present dues level, taking on a project, as involved as an 
automated, heavy duty security gate, could only have been done through a significant focus on economic 

efficiency.  Accordingly, significant research was performed in order to identify the optimal construction 

approach, the optimal equipment to employ, and the most cost effective suppliers.  Additionally, we relied upon 
a considerable amount of member volunteer effort to accomplish the complex planning involved, to accomplish 

some of the actual construction, and to accomplish all of the equipment installations.  This is the primary reason 

that it took as long as it did, but the benefit is that substantial savings resulted.  In the end, the Board is pleased 
and proud of what it was able to accomplish, and believes that the membership will be, as well, especially as our 

development continues to unfold. 
  

Gate Specific- Most members already know that the construction of our gate was complete about this 
time last year, because shortly afterwards we circulated invitations to fill out request forms (available on our 

website- www.kccaelkton.com) for proximity key cards to give them access through the gate.    

Following key card distribution we permanently closed our gate at the end of this past January. 
Within 3 days, someone had tied a truck to our gates (with chains) and forced them open, using enough 

force to tear steel plates.  It also appears that they shot a hole in one of the motors.  The total damage was in the 

neighborhood of $2,000.  We have reason to believe that the damage was done by hunters angered by our 

closing our land off to them, but have been unable, so far, to identify the perpetrators.  We have offered a $1,000 
reward for information leading to a conviction of those responsible. 

We repaired the damage fairly quickly but were hesitant to reclose the gate out of concern that similar or 

worse damage could result.  It was concluded that it was necessary to install a video surveillance security system 
to monitor the area, so that, in the event that similar damage occurs in the future, we will at least have sufficient 

evidence to ensure that those responsible will be prosecuted, and with any luck, restitution will pay for the 

damage. 
Over this summer, as time has permitted, members of the board have been performing research to 

identify a system that would be optimal for our situation, while simultaneously being cost effective.  This has 

not been an easy task, especially given the requirement for night vision capability, the significant range of 

technologies involved, and the tendency for such equipment to be expensive. 
Those challenges have caused the research to move more slowly than would have been preferred, but it 

has been moving along, and we hope to have a plan put together soon. 

In the mean time, the significant dumping pattern has resumed.  The Board installed a number of hidden 
portable cameras, and was able to capture evidence in some of the instances.  We are presently involved in 

preparing prosecution efforts on some of those, but we also took some additional losses as several of our 

portable cameras were stolen. 
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On top of this we have had a number of instances where people in 4-wheel drive vehicles have done 
enough damage to our grounds that it made it effectively impossible (in some areas) to mow.  Again, we have 

captured images of some of those instances and are pursuing corrective action.  Repairs have also already been 

made, and more are planned. 

It’s worthwhile to note that, in several cases, the reason that we were able to identify those responsible 
for damaging our property was because alert members took notice, took photos, and promptly informed the 

board, and/or called police.  Please take this as a reminder that we all have a vested interest in our community 

and that, if anyone sees any inappropriate activity, it is helpful if you can do what you can (within the 
boundaries of safety) to document and report what you see. 

The entirety of this recent pattern has lead the Board to a difficult decision.  The impact on our land has 

simply been too great to allow it to continue.  Accordingly, for the rest of this winter, or until our permanent 
video surveillance system is installed (whichever occurs first), we will be chaining our gate shut.   

We appreciate that this may inconvenience some, but believe that, during the winter, community interest 

in the waterfront area is much more limited, and so inconvenience will probably be minimized.  People can still 

walk back on foot, and if someone has a strong interest, arrangements can be made to open the gate by 
contacting the Board via its website email. 

Notices will be issued when a significant change occurs.  The understanding and patience of the 

community will be greatly appreciated. 
 

Waterfront in General- Most members will recall that the community had formed a waterfront cleanup 

committee, which had, as its goal, the clean-up of our waterfront, so that, once the gate was closed, we could 

steadily work towards making it a very nice, state park-like setting that our entire community could enjoy. 
We brought in a roll-off dumpster, and spent several weekends cleaning almost all of it up. 

We also brought in some tractors and cleared the overgrowth, back from the roads, including clearing 

two roads that had completely grown over. 
Additionally, we brought in several truckloads of gravel and filled all of the consequential potholes, and 

half-way decently resurfaced most of the roads.  There is more work to do, but this effort represented a major 

step forward.  We will probably resume some waterfront property improvement activity from now into the 
Spring. 

 

Hunting- Our other response to our gate damage was to research our rights, which resulted in our 

association reserving our entire waterfront shoreline with the Maryland Department of Natural Resources, so 
that no one can be granted a permit to hunt off of our lands for the duration of our reservation, which we can 

continue indefinitely.  For those who live near the water, who were often disturbed by gunfire that seemed 

uncomfortably close, you may now take comfort in noticing that any gunfire you hear is much less frequent, and 
is much further away. 

Our reservation includes the near side of the island off our northwestern shore, because we also own that 

shoreline.   We do not directly own the shoreline on the opposite side of that island, but it is subject to our 

covenants, and so, if necessary we may be able to extend our reservation to the entire island. 
One exception-  there has been a permanent duck blind on a point of the island, which is on shoreline 

owned by us.  It is far enough away from our homes that occasional shotgun fire from that location should not 

be too disturbing to residents.  Also, in consideration of the fact that there are a number of resident members 
who would like to duck hunt, and in balancing the rights and interests of all, the Board has agreed to test a 

program, where we permit hunting from that single location on the shoreline of the island well off our main 

shore.  Rules and restrictions relating to that use will be developed as we discover the necessary practicalities. 
 

General Administration: 
 

Administration Efficiency-  One of the challenges faced by the Board (in accomplishing all that 

members would like) is that the amount of work required is overwhelming when compared to the amount of 
volunteer time available to accomplish it.  However, the Board has not disregarded this challenge.  From the 

point where resident members first assumed responsibility for the Association (in 2005), there has been a 

continuous effort to develop and improve processes, so that the quality of effort is maximized, thereby 
increasing the number of tasks that can be effectively accomplished.  This past year has been no different. 

We are presently involved in transitioning our accounting system from a desktop system to a web-based 

system.  This will make it possible for multiple association persons and service providers (such as our billings 
agent) to access our system at the same time (significantly improving efficiency by allowing people to work 
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when they are able, rather than causing them to have to wait on others to get finished, or waiting for thumb 
drives with updated files to be delivered to them).  Of perhaps even greater importance, it eliminates the need 

for association personnel to manually duplicate billings agent entries (which was required in order to protect 

certain proprietary privacy & security rights of the association).  As a result, it will contribute to significant cost 

savings and significant efficiency improvements. 
Additionally, we are in the midst of transitioning our Billing service to another vendor, who is 

accustomed to working with this web-based system, which will result in additional savings beyond those 

mentioned above.  
 

Billings Awareness-  Please remember to be alert for the dues invoices that will be mailed out in the 

early to late February timeframe.  We have a few white envelopes left, but will be transitioning to light tan 
envelopes with our name preprinted on the return address location.  It is hoped that this will make it easier for 

people to distinguish our invoices from ‘junk mail’, and that fewer late payments will result.  Our dues are, after 

all, only $100 per year.  Members can help us to keep our costs down by paying their dues promptly.  Also, for 

any that are late, please understand that late fees cannot be waived, and must be paid.  This is necessary in order 
that we may cover the extra cost caused by the need to mail out multiple billings to those who do not promptly 

pay. 
 

Covenants Compliance- The covenants compliance committee receives complaints almost every 

month relating to a handful of other members, who engage in activities that are prohibited by our covenants.   

As a reminder to those few who still need it, please remember that many of our members moved into our 

community specifically because they valued the ‘neighborhood quality preservation’ capability that covenants 
offered, and that these member have a legal, ethical, and moral right, to expect all other members to comply (in 

good faith) with those covenants.  Remember, none of us were obligated to choose to move into a development 

with covenants & restrictions.  When we chose to do so, we signed papers, acknowledging and agreeing to 
respect and comply with those covenants.  If we are to contribute to the quality of our neighborhood we are 

ethically and morally obligated to keep that commitment & to respect that agreement.  If we do not, it is not fair 

to our neighbors, and it isn’t fair to put the covenants compliance committee (who are also your neighbors) into 
the unpleasant position of having to take action to enforce, what we, as adults, should already be doing. 

We were all given copies of our covenants when we moved in, and were responsible for ensuring that 

we understood them.  If anyone is not, they may contact the board for questions or clarification.  Also, our 

website has numerous resources, FAQs, and quick links that address community policy and rules on most 
subjects that would be likely to come up.  Please be a good neighbor. 

Along those lines, one of the most important things that any of us can do to contribute to the pleasant 

tone of our neighborhood is to demonstrate the respect and courtesy to all others, which our society generally 
expects of all adults.  The board periodically receives complaints from members regarding other members’ 

behavior, which can only be described as ‘less than reasonably courteous’.  Since none of us wants to live in a 

neighborhood where conflict and hard feelings are the norm, it would be extremely helpful if all members could 

‘represent the community interest’ by reminding themselves, their children, their visitors, and their neighbors, to 
simply be nice to each other.  Good Will and Bad Will are both contagious.  We need everyone to help 

participate in setting the tone we all need for this to be a truly pleasant neighborhood, such that we wouldn’t 

want to live anywhere else. 
Just as importantly, please help us to control littering.  This too has a significant effect on how we view 

the pleasantness of our own homes and neighborhood.  Each of us needs to be responsible enough to ensure that 

we do not contribute to a litter problem, including making sure that our trash does not ‘leak’ or ‘spill over’ 
without being cleaned up; that our children & visitors act with the same level of respect; and that we act within 

our powers to influence all others to do likewise.  It certainly would not be too much to expect, that we all make 

a point (even) of actually picking up trash within the neighborhood when we see it (even if we weren’t the one 

that put it there), and especially if it’s in (or near) our own yard.  By all means, if you seen anyone else engaged 
in significant littering or dumping, report it to the board with photos, identification, and whatever other 

information you can safely get. 
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Parking-  Please remember our covenants.  They can (and will) be enforced if necessary, but it would 

be much simpler and much more pleasant if we could all simply respect our own promise to live according to 

our covenants.  For the safety of our children, to minimize parking congestion, and to minimize the ‘cluttered 

look” it gives our neighborhood, please park in garages or driveways whenever possible.  Vehicles parked along 
the side of the road block the view of drivers and increase the risk that a child will be hit.  This is especially true 

when boats, trailers, or large vehicles are parked along the road.  Also please slow down when driving in the 

development, and stop at all stop signs. 
Remember, particularly since boating season is over, boats should all be parked in back yards or 

removed from the development.  Our covenants expressly prohibit more than occasional, temporary parking of 

trailers, campers, or vehicles more than ¾ ton anywhere within our development.   
If it necessary to park along the shoulder of the roadway, be sure to park well onto the shoulder, so as to 

avoid unnecessarily narrowing the roadway and increasing the safety hazard.  The shoulder is part of the 

roadbed easement for public parking and is not part of our individual lawns.     

Courteous parking is especially important in cul-de-sacs.  Homes on straight roadways normally have 
enough road frontage that a homeowner can easily park one (if not two) cars immediately in front of their own 

home.  It if is necessary to park on the shoulder, as a courtesy to your neighbors, please park in front of your 

own homes first.  Also, if you do not live immediately on a cul-de-sac, please do not park on that cul-de-sac.  
Instead, if you cannot park in your garage or driveway, or immediately in front of your own home, then park on 

the side of the road, in the direction from your house that is away from the cul-de-sac.   

Please understand that the homes on cul-de-sacs have very little frontage (some having none at all) and 
when those residents need to park on the road, they need every inch of the little space they have.  Leaving those 

areas for the residents that live closest to them is a simple matter of consideration that is very much a part of 

being a good neighbor. 

Residents should also never park, for more than a few minutes, pointed directly into a cul-de-sac.  That 
is against our covenants (as well as traffic laws) as it obstructs traffic, in that people cannot use the cul-de-sacs 

for what they were intended, namely, to drive in and turn around.  Plus, it causes our neighborhood to look 

cluttered and overcrowded.  Additionally, it tends to interfere with neighbors trying to get into or out of their 
driveway, AND it creates a safety hazard as it increases the risk that children near the road will not be seen. 

So PLEASE refrain from parking nose in, or double parking. 

 

 Architectural Reviews- The Board frequently receives emails asking about the process for getting an 
approval for architectural changes, whatever they might be.  The answer is pretty much always the same. 

For ANY material change to the exterior of a property (planting flowers or a shrub or a tree- not creating a 

fence-like barrier) does not normally count as ‘material’, the process is to download an Architectural Review 
Request Form from our website (www.kccaelkton.com), fill it out according to the instructions, mail it to the 

address on the form, and wait for a written approval before scheduling the beginning of construction.  This 

process is designed for the protection of the member, so that it can be verified that the proposed plans are 
consistent with our covenants, so that there will be no risk of constructing a violating condition, and being 

required later to reverse it. 

 

Summary-  We are happy to continue to serve the community and are pleased to be able to continue to 
share positive updates on the progress being made.  We feel and believe that as time goes by, and our 

improvement efforts continue, we will all become more and more pleased with (and proud of) where we live, 

and as always, the continued understanding, cooperation, and support of the membership can help enormously in 
assisting us as we try to focus our energies towards the community improvements that will benefit us all. 

In particular, please remember that the less time that association volunteers have to spend on enforcing 

the covenants, overseeing the collection of unpaid dues, orchestrating ‘clean ups’, or responding to conflicts 
between neighbors (all of those activities that shouldn’t really be required), the more time they can spend on 

doing things that actually maintain and improve our neighborhood.  Your help in making this possible is vital, 

and is very much appreciated.  

 
Regards, 

Board of Directors, KCCA 

http://www.kccaelkton.com/

